Cabin bags
new policy
From 10th February, all customers will be allowed to
bring one cabin bag on board that must fit under
the seat in front of them.
Only customers who have purchased an Up front or Extra legroom seat will
be able to take a large cabin bag on board (max. 56 x 45 x25 cm), which
must fit in the overhead locker.
easyJet Plus cardholders and W fare class (Flexi) customers will continue
to have an additional large cabin bag included in their booking.
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Why are we making a change?
Our new policy will ensure our customers have certainty of what they can
take on board. It also strives to reduce queueing time during boarding and
other associated delays which occur due to putting excess cabin bags in
the hold, and effectively lead to improved punctuality for all customers.
The size of easyJet’s small under seat and large overhead cabin bags
remains the same and among the most generous for air travel and we will
continue to offer an unlimited weight for all cabin baggage.

How will bookings made via GDS / SBT be affected?
We will be communicating with all GDS and SBTs to advise them of the
change before February, so that bookers will have access to the latest
information on cabin baggage allowance.
Customers who don’t get a chance to book a W fare class (Flexi) or select a
seat at time of booking will be able to upgrade to an Up front / Extra
legroom seat (or add their easyJet Plus card) at time of check-in on
easyJet.com and via the mobile app to be able to take a large overhead
cabin bag (56x45x25cm) with them into the cabin.

